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Problems in Designing Prestressed Segmental

Concrete Bridges

DANIEL J.W. WIUM and ORAL BUYUKOZTURK

ÀBSTRACT

Prestressedl segnentâL concrete bridge con-
struction offers unique advantages over con-
ventional nethods of bridge construction.
As a result, this relâtively new method has
gained wide popuLarlty in the construction
industry. However, as wíth any innovative
technigue, there are sone design problens
associated wíth these bridges that reguire
attention. Experlence has indicated that
damage rnay occur at local detaiLs in these
bridges. Sone design problens that can be
solved erith the use of advanced analysis
methods to obtain a better understan¿ling of
bridge behavior are iliscussed. The finite-
eLement nethod, in conjunction with repre-
sentative tnaterial nodels, is ideally suiÈed
for providing a betÈer understanding of the
structural behavior and for obtaining accu-
râte response predictions. Two representa-
tive examples are analyzed and discussed to
denonstrate how to use these procedures in
the design process. Response predictions
obtainedl fron the application of Èhese ad-
vanced analysis methods to segnental con-
crete bridges ean be used as a basis for in-
proving ilesigns. Further examples are
given, and finally the importance and im-
plementation of such methoils in routine de-
sign are briefly discussed.

À darnaged loca1 detail in a precast segmental bridge
can adversely âffect the stability or safety of the
briclge as a whole. Therefore, special attention
should be gíven to the design of these details.
Eo¡rever, in sone cases standard design nethodls rnay
not sufficiently cover all crÍtical conditions in
these detaíls. The objective of this paper is to
enphasize that these problems can be solved with the
use of advanced analysis ¡nethods during the design
process.

As a result of the need for efficient, econorn-
ical, and maintenance-free structural systems,
structural clesigners optimize their designs by using
structural components and ¡naterials as efficiently
as possible. Precast segmental brídge technology is
an exanple of such a development, by which construc-
tion costs have been reduceal in nany cases. These
briclges consist of small prefabricated segments that
are asse¡nbled and prestressed on site (Ir2).

Despite the advantages associated with the struc-
tural efficiency and low ¡naintenance of the struc-
turesr damages have been observed in some fíeld ap-
plications. [ittle information ís available on the
long-terrn perfornance of these structures. A feÌ¡
exainples of previous probtens on these bridges are
joints that failed, spalling and honeycornbing of
concrete, instabillties during construction, and
various problems at locaL details.

In the fo]"lowing sections typical structural
problens that have been encountered in precast seg-
mental bridges are discussed. Tgro specÍfic problems

are then analyzeil and iliscussed to illustrate Èhe
use of advanced design ¡nethods. FinaIIy, the impti-
cations for future ilesigns are exanined.

STRUCTURÀL PROBLEMS IN PRECAST SEGMENTAL BRIDGES

A large number of precast segnentat bridges have
been constructed over the past I0 years, and on thè
Ìdhole the construction method has prove¿l to be eco-
nomically viable. Neverthetess, a number of engi-
neering probJ-ems that are unique to these types of
bridges have been encountered (2). So¡ne problems
that can be resolvecl in the design stage are briefl"y
discussed. Other problems that usually occur during
constructlon are not covered, but they have been
discussecl elsewhere (2).

Concrete has spalled off or cracked on several of
these bridges. Gerwick (f) and Lin and Redfield (4)
reported that concrete was crushed at prestressing
tendon anchors in the Colunbia River crossing
bridges. A large nunber of prestressing ducÈs ín
thin slabs also caused spalling Õn these struc-
tures. Casey (5) indicated thaÈ an overly complex
cross section nade it difficuLt to compact the con-
crete, and this 1e¿l to honeyconbing. Expensive re-
medial measures then offset nuch of the cost sav-
ings. In a box-girder bridge with external tendons,
severe cracks developed in the anchor diaphragm,
which resulted in closure of the structure to traf-
fic (6). Additional vertical prestressing and ex-
tensive groutíng v¡ere necessary to prevent further
crack growth. A si¡nilar exanple is analyzed and
discussed in more ¿letâit in the next section of this
Paper.

cracks and thermal defornations occurred on a
nu¡nber of bridges while manufacturing ând curing the
segments. For example, Iarge cracks developed in
the segnent wíngs of the Zih¡aukee Bridge after cur-
ing, but thê majority of these cracks closed after
transverse prestressing was applied. Shrínkage and
ther¡naI expansion and contraction probably cause¿t
these cracks (7). The renaining large cracks were
fiüed with epoxy, and additional prestressing was
added to limit further cracking iluring operational
use.

Creep ancl shrinkage defornations of concrete sig-
nificantly affect the deflections of the structure.
Thus the shapes of the segnents have to be adjustecl
so that large secondary motnents are not introduced
when two adjacent sections of the bridge are joined
together. This problen is especially troubleso¡ne
when the two parts do not ileflect by the same
a¡nount. Several research projects have focused on
the time-dependent behavior of segmentally con-
structed briilges, and a number of nu¡nerical nethods
have been ¿leveloped to predict the creep, shrinkage,
and elastic deflections during . the life of the
bridge (9-!!). These nethods have been used r,rith
varyíng degrees of success. On the najority of
bridges the actual deflections compared favorably
with the predicted values, but discrepancies oc-
curred on sone projects (IZ). fn cast-in-place
bridges these differences can be remedied while
casting the new segnent. However, shi¡ns or special
wet segnents have to be used for precast bridges,
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but these methods may not Provide a satisfactory
solutíon.

Shear keys on the contact faces between segments
provide shear strength ancl ensure that adjacent seg-
ments can be positione¿l accurately cluring construc-
tion. Epoxy bonding agents are usually applied on

these surfaces to protect the prestressing tendons
from corrosion, to provicle a¿lditional shear
strength, and to assist in placing the segments
while erecting the bridge. On a number of earlier
bridges the epoxy failecl to reach the required
strength before additional segments were ailded, and

some of these shear keys were crushe¿l (5112rÀ1).

Analvsis of Local Distress

The large costs that are involved in constructing
prestresse¿l segmental bridges reguire that prècau-
tions be taken to prevent damages in these bridgest
such as danagèd bearings and delaminatíons and
cracks in the concrete. Cracks shoulal be prevented
fron forming or kept to a miní¡num because they ¡night
result in corrosion of Èhe reinforcement and deteri-
oration of th€ concrete. The complex geometries an¿l

¡naterial behaviors of these bridges differ substan-
tially fron those of norrnâl building-type struc-
tures, and therefore conventional techniques may not
apply in designing details.

One example is the design of anchor blocks' where
standard design nethods are based on the behavior of
rectangular beatns. If the geornetry differs from
this fornr the calculated stress distributions will
be incorrect and the design rnight be unconserva-
tive. Material properties also play an inportant
role in the behavior of a structure. The engineer
should use realistic and representative values anil
¡nodels for the strength, stiffness, an¿l time-depen-
dent properties of the materials. often empirical
data are not sufficiently accurate for complex
structures. If there is any doubt about the charac-
teristícs of the concrete, representative tests
should be perforned to ensure that the design data
are consistent wíth Èhe naterí41 that ldill finally
be used in the bridge. Further' it might be neces-
sary Èo make additional adjustments during construc-
tion if the concrete properties change.

Two selêcte¿l problems are considered in the fol-
towing subsections to demonstrate how refined meth-
ods can be used to nore closely approxinate the ac-
tual deformations and stress distributions in a

bridge. The objectíve is to indicate that these
¡nethods can provide realistic answers to complex
problens in bridge design. The effect of sharp de-
viations in the prestressing tèndons are fírst in-
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vestigated. Then the creep and shrinkage ¿leforna-
tions under dead loails and prestressing forces are
calculated.

The specifíc details assume¿l in these analyses do

not refer to any particular structure. The objec-
tive of this presentation is to provide an under-
standing of the problems in general, ancl to descrÍbe
methoals that can ídentify anit clarify these problems
during the design stages.

spalling and cracking of concrete at Prestressing
Tendon Locations

Stress concentrations generally occur at positions
where prestressing tendons are sharply curved or at
anchor locatlons. An analysis is presented of a

torsion diaphragm that also serves as an anchor
block for prestressing tendons. This diaphragm is
locâted above lhe supports of a rnultispan continuous
bridge. The tendons are sharpLy curved in this
anchor diaphragrn, and the concern is whether cracks
rnight develop in this region.

Analysis

The anchor region of the bridge in Figure I is ana-
lyzed to deterrnine whether cracks night develop from
the stress concentrations around the tendons. The
finite-element method ís used for this purpose. No

details will be given regarding this method' and

readers are referred to the available texts on this
topic (14r15). what assumptions have been made in
these analyses, and how the prestressing forces have

been incorporatedr are discussecl. The results of
these anal-yses are discussed later ín this sub-
section.

Two different two-dimensional plane stress analy-
ses are perforned on the concrete box girder. These
analyses are for an assumed cross-sectional detail
at the anchor diaphragm, as shovrn in Figure 2, and
for a corresponding tong section of the anchor re-
gion, as shown in Figure 3. These sections are as-
sumed to be sl¡mnetrical about their centerlines.
Figures 4 and 5 show the finite-element meshes and
the boundary conditions that are a¿lopted to repre-
sent the s)4nmetry.

concrete ís a nonlinear naterial in which defor-
mations are not proportional to applied loads and
strains are not proportional to the applied stresses
(16). This is especiatly true at high conpressíve
stresses that are close to the failure strength of
the concrete. But in tension the stress-strain re-
sponse is approximately linear. The purpose of the
present analysis is to pre¿lict the formation of

FIGURE 1 Typical sPan.



FIGURE 2 Details of cross section at zupport.

FIGURE 3 Details of long section
through pier segment.

FIGURE 4 Finite-element mesh for cross-section analysis.

cracks in the diaphragm caused by the tensile
stresses that occur at the locations where the ,pre-
stressing tendons are sharply curved. Because ten-
sile cracks for¡n in concrete at' relatively low
stresses, a Iinear analysis provídes sufficiently
accurate answers.

Reinforcing steel introduces additional stiffness
and strength in concrete, and in the finite-elenent
analysÍs of a reinforced-concrete structure the ef-
fect of reinforcement rnay be conveniently nodeled
with the use of the smeared-reinforcenent concept
(12). The finite-elernent analysis program used for
the present study includes thís capability. But
Iight reinforcement usuälly included in the torbion
diaphragm under consideratíon does not significantly
affect the crack predictions, and thus it may be ig-
nored.

In both cases a thin section of the anchor block
is analyzeil so that the stresses ¿lo not change sig-
nificantll¡ through the thickness. Thus it is not
necessary to perform a three-dínensíona1 analysis; a
two-dinensional (plane stress) approach is consid-
ered to be a¿lequate.

For the purpose of this exanple, a bridge is con-
sidered that is prestressed in both the longitu¿linal
and thè transverse directions. Transverse prè-
stressing is applied in the top slab of the box sec-
tion by bonded pretensíoned reinforcement. Prè-
stressing in the longitudinal direction is applied
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FIGURE 5 Finite element for long section
analysis.

with posttensioned bonded tendons. The longitudinal
prestressing tendons are sharply curved in the an-
chor block. This introcluces J.arge vertical forces
on the cross section, which are taken into account
in both analyses.

In the analysis thê transverse prestressing
forces are applied as nodal forces on the finite-
element nodes. Equivalent forces are calculated to
represent the prestressing as accurately as possi-
ble. Because the pretensioned tendons are fully
bonded to the concrete, it can be assumed that the
total prestressing force is transmitted to the con-
crete by uniformly distributed bond stresses. These
forces act along the tendon, and all forces should
therefore be applied along that line. This restric-
tion would dictate where the finite-ele¡nent nodes
should be placed. As an alternat.ive, equivalent
noclal forces can be calculated to represent the ef-
fect of the prestressing force at the boundary of
each fínite elenent. Displacenent interpolation
functíons for the finite elenents provide the basis
for allocating the representaÈive forces to the tv¡o
or three nodes on each boundary (I1).

The vertical forces that result fro¡n the curved
longitudinal prestressing tendons are applied as
distributecl forces on the nodes. The displacenent
interpolation functions are again used to convert
these distributed loads to equivalent nodal loa¿ls.

Experimental results indicate that the failure
strength of concrete is greatly influenced by the
stress level. Kupfer et aI. (fg) tested concrete
under biaxial cornpression and compressíon and ten-
3ion. Thèy found that under biaxial conpression,
the compressive strength of the concrete exceeds the
usual uniaxial strength. However, when concrete is
subjected to tensile and conpressive stresses in tr,ro
perpendicular directions, the tensile strength of
the materiaL is less than the tensile strength under
uniaxial stresses. These phenonena are best repre-
sented by the failure envelope in Figure 6a. This
envelope represents the biaxial stress combinations
under which concrete fails. In tr'igure 6a the two
principal stresses at a point (oI and oZl
are normalized with respect to Èhe uniaxial com-
pressive strength of the concrete. If the stresses
lie outside the failure envelope, it can be expected
that the concrète will have faíleil. The node of
failure depends on the type of stresses. If ,both
stresses are conpressive, the concreÈe will- be con-
sidered crushed; if one or both of the stresses are
tensile, the concrete will be cracked.
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(b) Assumed biâx¡al failure envolop€

FIGURE 6 Failure envelopes of
biaxially loaded concrete,

Several numerical metho¿ls have been proposed to
represent these experinental results (lZrf2). e
sinplified moclel is used for this analysis (?q). It
consists of the criteria for the biaxial compressíon
region (!! ' a bilinear model in the tension-con-
pression region, and a constant strength in the biax-
ial tensíon region. This postulated failure enve-
Iope is shown in Figure 6b.

Therefore' the proposed strategy to deterrnine
whether cracks might form in the concrete is to
analyze the details with thê use of a linear elastic
nethodr ancl then to compare the predicted stresses
with the established failure criterion for concrete.

Discussion of Results

The results of the finite-ete¡nent analyses are pre-
sented in Figures 51 7' and 8. The deforned shape
(indicated by broken lines in Figure 5) is exagger-
ated to indicate the effect more clearly. Note the
effect of the boundary conalitions, as well as the
ínfluence of the prestressing forces on the deforma-
tion. Figure 7 shows the ¡naxí¡nu¡n principle stress
contours. In this figure ful1 lines represent ten-

FIGURE B hedicted crack location
in long section'

sile stresses and broken 1ínes represent compressÍve
stresses. It is particularly important to notice
the large tensile stresses above the prestressing
tendons in the cross section.

The ¿lirections of the princiPal stresses and
their relative rnagnitu¿les have been obtaíne¿l from
the fínite-element anaLyses. Of particular interest
are those locations where large tensile stresses oc-
cur i.n conjunction r.tith the conpressive stresses.
rhis is the case aÈ Positíons above and behind the
tendons anchors (see Figure 8). If such an analysis
is perforrnetl white designing a bridge' the engineer
can take precautions to prevent these cracks fron
forning or to prevent thern from extending if they do
for¡n.

cleep in Concrete

The tirne-dependent behavíor of segmentally con-
structed precast and cast-in-place briilges is of
great inportance in the design and construction of
these structures. sections of a structure can be
deforned or overstressed if the time-dependent de-
fornations are not predicte¿l correctly. Thereforet
it is necessary to use accurate nodels for the
structure as well as for the materlal so that they
represent Èhe actual bridge. These ¿lefornations are
used to calcutate the Prestressing forces an¿l to de-
ternine the initial shape of the bridge.

A number of nu¡nerical ¡nodels are available to
calculate these long-tern defornations. The metho¿ls
of the American concrete rnstitute (AcI) l22l and
the Comite Europeen du Beton (CEB) (23) are widely
used. Hovrever, these standard methods for predict-
ing creep and shrinkage have been guestionetl for
their accuracy. Bazant and Panula (2L) recently
suggested a model for better predictions. Àlsor at-
tention should be paid to varlations in the local
clinatic, naterial' and environ¡nental conditions in
cotnputing long-term defornations.

A method for predicting the long-term shortening
of a multispan bridge with finite elements ís cle-
scribed. The method offers advantages in (a) com-
puting accurate ¡naterial models for long-ter¡n defor-
mations, and (b) allolring flexibility for better
structural representation.

It has been shown that the long-tern ilefor¡nation
of concrete can be predicted nore accurately if sone
tests are perforned on the concrete (2!1. There-
fore, it ís possible to reduce the uncertainty in
the creep and shrÍnkage predictions. The nethod de-
scribed in this subsection is well suited for íncor-

PREDICTED CRACKS IN CONCRETE

(a) Experirental biax¡al failure envelope

FIGURE 7 Resr¡lts of cross-section analysis.
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porating such test results in the design of such a
structure.

Nu¡nerical Model for Creep

Bazant Q!) and Ànderson Q!) proposed a method for
calculatÍng long-terrn creep and shrinkage ¿lefornâ-
tions sith the finite-element nethod. The ¡nethod
for the uniaxial creep of concrete is based ,on the
following assumptions.

1. The total ¿leformation of the concrete at tinìe
t is the sum of those defornations that result from
the applied stress Ieo (t) I an¿t those deforna-
tions that are independãnt of the applied stress
Ieo (t) ] :

€(Ð=€o(r)+€0(t)

2. The stress-related defornatíons can be
vided into the instantaneous and the long-terrn
fornations, such that

€o(r) = { il/E(t)l + c(t¡') 
} 

o = o J(t;t')

where
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ignored in this analysis. ELernents of ¿lifferent
thicknesses are used. These corresponil to the total
thickness of concrete on the particular 1evel, and
no special provision is naile for the holtow box.
One-dirnensional elements with axial stiffness are
used to represent prestressing tendons. Initial
strains in the tendons introduce the prestressing
forces in the briclge. The a¿lvantâge of using this
approach, rather than applying equivalent external
forces at finite-element no¿les, is Èhat prestressing
losses caused by concrete creep and shrinkage are
taken into account through defornations in the
bridge. The additional stiffness of the tendons is
also taken into account.

The ínítial strains in the prestressing tendons
are calculated as follows. The bri¿lge span is ana-
lyzed with llnêar elastic ¡naterläL ÞroÞerties that
represent the stiffness of the concrete at the iine
of stressing. Unit forces are consecutively applÍed
at the finite-element tendon anchors. The force
Pii in tendon section i caused by the unit force
aÉ. anchor j is obtaíned from these analyses:

fi = f; - (Prif +p2ifi +... +p"ifl)

if there are n tendons. These forces,
ditional forces introduced by the dead
written as

tfl = {trl - ¡e] }¡fl] + ¡rDtl

where

(4)

with the acl-
Ioâds, can be

If] = vector that contains the prestressing
forces in the tendons (fi) at the tine
of stressing,

[I] = n by n identity natrlx,
' tPl = stress influence rnatrix with entries p.;¡,

t_f]l = initial prestressíng force vector, and'-
¡¡DL¡ = vector that contains the forces in the

tendons fron the dead loacls.

The initial tendon forces can then be obtained from

lfll ={ trl -[P] ]'1 [r- rDL] (6)

The correspondíng iniÈiat strains are caLculated
fro¡n these initial stresses.

Bazant (ë) suggeste¿l that the total tirne-¿tepen-
dent compliance in Equatíon 2 can be expressed as a
Dirichlet expansion such that

J(t;t') = ao + bo(t'¡-no n 
,,Þ, tu* + bn(t')-n-l {r-expþ(t- t')/¡-l } (7)

vrhere.air bir and ni are experinentally deterrnined
coefficÏentsl and ri are retardatíon tÍnes. Also,
the shrinkage strain ðan be expressed as

e"¡(t) = e,¡- Lo y(t -ìfi1t - t ; + ""1 (8)

where es¡-r kd, and to are coefficients that depend
on the eoncrete properties.

Note that the particular netho¿l does not nerely
require one single creep coefficient, but several
coefficients (as shown in Equation 7) are needeil to
fully represent the time-dependent behavior of the
concrete. It is important that the correct coeffi-
cients are usetl ín this nodel. These coefficients
can be obtained either from experimental data or by
calibrating Equation 7 to available creep curves.

In this analysis data fron previous tests are
used to illustrate the method (27,28). These coef-
f icients are adjustecl for the -pafücular concrete
cornpressive strength of approximately 5,000 psi.

The fínite-element ¡nesh and the deformed shapes

(1)

¿rÍ-
de-

(2)

a/E(t,) = instantaneous defornatíon at age tr,
oC(t;tr) = creep deforrnation, and
J(t;tr) = total time-dependent compliance.

Bazant indicated that a tine-step integration
nethod can be developed fro¡n these basic assumpÈions
to calculate the tine-depênilent defornations under
varying stress contlÍtions. This naterial law can be
vrritten as

¡.=(ÄolE,")+Àe" +Aeo (3)

shere

Áe = change in strain during a tine step,
ôo = change in stress during the time step,

L/n" = time-dependent compliance,
ôe" = incremental ínelasÈic (creep) strain, and
Áe0 = non-sÈress-related strain incre¡nent.

This model for creep has been incorporate¿l in a
finite-etemenÈ program for the anaLysis of plane
stress and plane strain specimens.

Finite-Element Model of prestressed Span

The center span of a five-span continuous bridge
r{ith posttensioned tendons is analyzed to dleternine
tlne-dependent deformations. ft is assuned for the
purpose of this analysis that the tendons are 1o-
cated outside the concrete andl that they are only
attached to the concrete at the anchors an¿l at t¡{o
intermealiate diaphragns, where the tendons change
direction (see Figure I). The nain objective is to
ca1culâte the shortening of this span as a result of
creep and shrlnkage in the concrete so that the ex-
pansion joints anil bearings can be designed accord-
ingly. Therefore, because the end spans are far re-
rnoved fro¡n this span, and because only long-tern
effectE at the expansion joints will be calculated,
it can be assumed that the ends of this span are
prevented from rotating.

Only dead-load effects are consialere¿l, anil be-
cause these do not introduce torsional or any other
nonplanar effects, plane stress finite elernents can
be used Èo nodel the concrete box girder. AIso, it
is assumed that the shear lag effect in the flanges
of the box girder will not affect the long-term de-
formations, and that thls effect can therefoùe be

(s)
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NOTE: DEFORMATIONS GREATLY
EXAGGERATED
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FIGURE 10 Long-term shortening.
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are shown in Figure 9, and the shortening of the
bridge is shown in Figure 10. Note that the defor-
nations inítially increased rapiclly, but then the
rate of change in deformations decreased. These

defornations only take elastic, creep' and shrinkage
effects into account, but short-tern effects of ten-
perature changes and horizontal traffic toads should
also be considerecl in the final calculations'

Variability of Concrete Properties

Because of variations in the way concrete is batched
and cured, and because of variations in aggregate
properties, conposition of ilifferent mixes, and en-
vironmental conditions, concrete fron different
batches have different stiffness' creep, and shrink-
age properties. This is so even for concretes wÍth
sirnilar strengths. Therefore' it Ís not possible to
accurately predict these properties with ernpirical
expressions. Because of these uncertain properties
the structural response is also uncertain' An un-
certainty analysis should be perforned to explore
how the response of the structure ís affected by the
uncertainty in the ¡naterial properties.

The present case study is extende¿l in this sub-
section to iLl-ustrate how Èhe shortening of the
bridge is affected by the variability in the long-
tern concrete properties. It has been found that
the predictecl stiffness, creep, anil shrinkage prop-
erties have stanclard deviations of 20, 22, and 33

percentr respectivety, with resPect to the average
material properties (24 ). To sÈudy the behavior of
the bridge uniler these variable conditions, a number

of analyses can be perforned with different naterial
properties. For this exalnple, three different val-
ues are assigned to each of the rnaterial proper-
ties. In terrns of the average (predicted) value
(o) and its standard cleviation (oo) r these three val-
ues are (a - oo) r cr âñd (c + o<r). The pre¿líeted re-
sponse for ninË selectedl cases are Presented in Fig-
ure I1r where different combinations of each of the

2oo toå. 
* åR*- ä, 

tooo r2oo

FIGURE it V*iubltity in the sholtening.

three naterial properties (stiffnessr creepr ancl

shrinkage) are used.
Note the wide range in the pre¿licted shortening.

It is clear Èhat it is not possible to accurately
predict the shortening of the bridge; the bêarings
and other suPporting structures can also not be ¿le-

signed to close tolerances, but thís uncertainty
should be taken into account.

The finite-element nethod, as previously de-
scribeél, is idealty suited for this analysis, where
the material properties have to be lncorporated in
the actual design. The exarnple indicates that it is
i¡nportant to cletermine whether the deformations are
sensitive to variations in the rnaterial properties.

APPLICÀTION OF REPRESENTATIVE CONCRSTE MODELS TO

BRIDGE ANALYSIS

Current design codes incorporate måny safety margins
that have been built up thróugh many years of expe-
rience. Howêver, ilesígn conditiÕns only reflect the
sometímes linÍtetl experience of prevíous designs and

experinents, anil usually it is not possible to ex-
tend these standards beyond those linits on which
they are based. Therefore' in applying innovative
design concePts that do not adhere to these limitsr
alteinative methods have to be explored to verify
the designs.

Research has been conducted on the funda¡nental
behavior of concrete v¡hen it is subjected to various
load and envirorunental conditions. This information
reflects the actual material response, whereas cur-
rent concrete design codes tend to reflect the prop-
erties of me¡nbers or structural systens. Although
these research results nay nÕt be used directly in
the design process, finite-elenent progratns have

been ¿leveloped in which they have been incorpo-
rated. As was illustrated in the previous examplest
these nethoals can be used to study the nonstandard
details to ensure that the material strengths are
not exceeded.

FIGURE 9 Configuration used for creep analysis.

\
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Apart fron these cases, several more exanples can
be given where standard building codes would not be
directLy applicable. Simplifying assurnptíons are
often inplicÍtly incorporated ín design rules ancl
can be justified for s¡naller ¡¡embers. fn larger ap-
plications these simplifications nìay introduce inac-
curacies that might not be compensated for by the
redundancies in the structure. A few examples are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Varíous theories have been proposed for designing
shear and torsional reinforce¡nent in beams, but
tests indicate that current design expressíons may
be unconservative for certain conditions (16). liore
advanced ¡naterial behavior should therefore be ap-
plied in the analysis of deeper beams and box gírd-
ers. In these instances the members resemble plane
seregs condit.ions for which biaxial properties
should be considere¿l to more accurately incorporate
the failure and shear transfer behavior of concrete.

Current design ¡nethods should be improved in ac-
counting for the effects introduced in statically
indeterminate structures by prestressing and thernal
grâdients at ultimate loads. Àpproximations would
introcluce inaccuracies that can lead to cracking and
crushing untler design conditions. The use of incor-
rect creep and shrinkage data in the design can
Iikewise cause inaccuracies in deformation predíc-
tions, which would result in distress.

Local details also deserve special attention, es-
pecially where high strêss coírcentrations can be ex-
pected. Tendon anchors, abrupt directional changes
in prestressing tendons, supports, joints, holes,
and cavities can also introduce high stress concen-
trations. Again, current design ¡nethods should be
irnproved for these cases.

SU!4MARY

In this paper a brief discussion is presented of the
problems that have occurred on some precast seg-
mental brídges. Sone of these problems may be at-
tributed to conventional design nethods that may not
correctly íncorporate the complex behavior of these
bridges. Tl¡o typical problems are analyzed and dis-
cussed to show how the finite-ele¡nent ¡nethod can be
used in conjunction wíth a representative naterial
model to study specific details. These naterial
models can provide nore accurate infornation on the
serviceabiliÈy and uttimate linit strength of these
structures. Therefore, such methocls should be in-
corporated in the design process of these bridges.
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Edge-stiffening Effect of New Jersey Barrier Walls on

Cantilever Slabs

C. SADLER and M. HOLOWKA

ABSTRÀCT

The policy of usíng New Jersey type barrier
walls along all major highways has been en-
dorsetl by the ontario Ministry of TransPor-
tation and Co¡nmunications. conseguentlyt
new briilges and deck rehabilítations have
¡nassive barrier walls along outside eclges of
bridge clecks. These barriers act as etlge
stiffening for cantilever slabs and have a

significant effect on Èhe distributíon of
Iive load on cantilever slabs. The current
code specifications for the design of con-
crete cantilever slabs were established for
slabs with rigid supports an¿l with no edge

stiffening. These specifications are con-
servative when edge stiffeníng is present'
The load distribution of a tlpical canti-
fever slab supported by an exterior longi-
tudinal girder was investigated by using
three-dinensionat finite elenents. The study
consiilered various edge-stiffening conéli-
tions and varying ftexibility of longitudi-
nal deck support. The results are conpared
with the netho¿ls given in the Ontario High-
e¡ay Bri¿tge oesign Code antl $tith other sitn-
plified nethods. As a result. of Èhe en-
hanced load distribution, a significant
potential saving in the quantity of cairti-
lever reinforcíng steel anil in the cost of
deck rehabilitation can be realized'

During the past fer¡ decades the nature of highways
and vehicular traffic has changed rapiclly' The

highway systen has developetl with the objectives of
prãviaing- for increasect traffic volumes' increased
truck loadsr faster speedsr and greater safety' The

vehicular traffic, in particular truck traffic, has

dranatically changed in size and weight' As the
heavy trucks have becone nore numerous and traffic
has becone nore congested, a greater nee¿l to confine
out-of-control trucks has arisen. consequently, the
nature of the restraining elements' which are de-
signed to keep trucks within their right-of-way' has
atso changed.

Initially, the railingsr Parapet wal-lst or bar-

rier walls were of sinple forrn, consisting of a post
and railing type. The initial use of wood gave way

to the stronger naterials of steel and concrete'
However, as truck size increase¿l, the post and rail-
ing t1¡pe were not sufficient to resíst collision
loads and coul¿l not reilirect out-of-control trucks
back onto the highway. Consequentty' the province
of ontario adopte¿l a standar¿l barrier wall that con-
sisted of a continuous reinforced-concrete barrier
vratl. The typical barrier wall used for cÔntrolleil-
access highways is shown in Figure 1. This barrier
wall is 450 tnm wide at the base and just more than I
m in height, with a total mass of 76O kg/m' AIso
shown is a barrier waII with railing that is used

for roads with pedestrians. These nassive barrier
walls are consiélered a restraint ¡nechanism ancl are
used to redirect trâfficr but not in a structural
sense.

In Ontario a popular forn of briclge construction
is the concrete- stab on longitudinal concrete or
steel girders. Econonicallyr it is advantageous to
minimize the nunber of girders¡ consequently, the
use of a cantilever slab is cÕ¡ntnon. A typical cross
section of a recently clesigned contínuous steel box-
girder bridge is shówn in Figure 2. The ¿lesign of
fhe cantilever is governed by (a) dea¿l loads, (b)

vertícal Iive loads, and (c) horizontal collision
loads. The dead-loa¿l effects are secondary compared

to the live-loail effects. The ratio of factorecl
tive-loatt effect to factored clead-load effect is
approximately 2.5 to 3.5 for a cantilever span of
I.5 m.

Current clesign specifications ¿lo noÈ take into
account the presence of these rnassive barrier
r.ralts. The ¿lesign specifications have not kept pace

with the development of bhe barrier walLs and their
structural effect on the ilesign of the supporting
s1ab. The effect of the presence of continuous con-
crete barrier walls on the ilesign of the supporting
cantilever slab is investigated. The presence of
barrier walls affects only the ¿tistribution of ver-
tical tive loads and coll-ision loads. Dead-load ef-
fects are not altered by the presence of barrier
wall-s.

CODE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CANTILEVER SLABS

current codes have been developed so that the canti-


